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aCkNOwlEdgEmENTS

I actually embarked on the Ph.D. journey in January 2007. At that time I was resident doctor 
in Greece and I took the decision to spend a period of my residency abroad. Thereby, I sent 
an email to Prof. Wiersinga asking him to accept me as a fellow member in the Department 
of Endocrinology and Metabolism and after a few months he was welcoming me in his office 
with his warm and approachable way. That day is deeply rooted in my mind not only as my 
first day in the AMC but also as the day I had the very first broodje kroket, offered by Prof. 
Wiersinga. A couple of weeks later he invited me in his office and he proposed to carry out 
a research. At that moment I was completely unaware that I was allowing SPSS to become 
such a big part of my life in the following years!

Completing this Ph.D. thesis is probably the most challenging activity of my life. Throughout 
this process there have been numerous people who have offered their thoughts, assistance, 
advice and support, to only some of whom it is possible to give particular mention here.

My greatest gratitude goes to the promoter of this thesis Prof. Wiersinga. Dear Professor first 
and above all I would like to thank you for giving me the chance to carry out this research. 
I really appreciate all your contributions of time and ideas to make this Ph.D. experience 
productive and stimulating. Your enthusiasm for this research was motivational for me. Your 
thoughtful guidance helped me in all the time of research and writing of this thesis. I will 
always be thankful for the excellent example you have provided as a mentor and professor. 
Thank you for your inspiring and enthusiastic support! I could not have imagined having a 
better advisor and mentor for my Ph.D. study.

This thesis would not have been possible without the help, support and advice of my 
promoter, Prof. Tijssen. His unsurpassed knowledge of medical statistics has been invaluable 
for the completion of this research. His guidance has been of the utmost importance and 
I owe him my heartfelt appreciation. Dear Prof. Tijssen thank you for guiding me to the 
wonderful world of statistics. Particular thanks go to Prof. Brosschot and Prof. Badenhoop 
for their contributions and advice on stress and vitamin D studies and to Dr. Strieder who 
collected, organised and published numerous very important studies on the Amsterdam 
AITD cohort. I would also like to thank the members of the Promotion Committee, Prof. dr. 
R.J.M. ten Berge, Dr. O.M. Dekkers, Prof. dr. E. Fliers, Prof. dr. J.C.J.M. de Haes, Prof. dr. P. Lips 
and Prof. dr. J. A. Romijn for their willingness to serve on the Promotion Committee, and the 
efforts taken to review this thesis. 

It has been a great privilege for me to spend these years in the Department of Endocrinology 
and Metabolism of the Academic Medical Center. Its members will always remain dear to 
me. All of them were always very friendly and eager to help me. My sincere thanks to Prof. 
Fliers, for offering me the opportunities to complete this research project and for his kind 
support. My special thanks to Birgit Ensing who has contributed immensely to make my 
life in the AMC much easier in every way and for her kind support. Dear Birgit I am really
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grateful for your assistance and your friendship. I also wish to thank Erik Endert, the Head of 
the laboratory of Endocrinology and Radiochemistry in the AMC, for his valuable help in the 
accomplishment of the Vitamin D study.  

During my stay in Amsterdam I made new friends and I had the opportunity to forge stronger 
bonds with people I had already known in the past. I would like especially to thank Ashkan 
Amin, Aleksandra and Polichronis Pantelakis, Tina Koutsopoulou and Orestes Shimamoto 
for their kindness, friendship, support and encouragement. Dear friends, I really feel very 
lucky to have all of you in my life and I hope that some day I will be able to return the favor. 
I also thank my friends in Greece, my dearest friend and colleague Dimitra Zianni, my best 
friends Giannis Moisidis and Giannis Laspias for helping me get through the difficult times, 
and for all the emotional support, comradeship and care they provided. Special thanks go to 
Eugenia Dimopoulou for designing the cover of this booklet.   

It has been a great privilege to meet and also make the acquaintance of Mrs. Cobi Wiersinga. 
Dear Cobi, it is difficult to overstate my gratitude for your support and for sharing the 
moments of my doctoral journey. I would like you to know that I consider you a family 
member I unexpectedly found in Amsterdam, always there to stand by me and offer love 
and support that will never be forgotten.

I wish to thank my sister Filitsa Effraimidou and my nephew Giorgos Varsamis and my niece 
Sofia Varsami for providing a loving environment for me. Lastly, and most importantly, I wish 
to thank my father Soumelitis, who passed away three years ago and who I miss more in 
occasions like this, and my mother Sofia. They bore me, raised me, supported me, taught 
me, and loved me. To them and to the next generation of my family I dedicate this thesis.

Ithaka gaf je de mooie reis.
Was het er niet, dan was je nooit vertrokken,

verder heeft het je niets te bieden meer.

En vind je het er wat pover, Ithaka bedroog je niet.
Zo wijs geworden, met zoveel ervaring, zul je al

begrepen hebben wat Ithaka’s beduiden.

K.P. Kavafis
vertaald uit het Grieks: Hans Warren en Mario Molengraaf, 

Gedichten, Amsterdam 1991, p. 25.




